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COEFFICIENTS OF MEROMORPHIC
SCHLICHT FUNCTIONS

PETER L. DUREN1

Abstract. This paper presents an elementary proof of a known

theorem on the coefficients of meromorphic schlicht functions: if

/S2 and bk = 0 for 1 £fe <n/2, then 1bn\ S2/(»+1).

Let 2 denote the class of functions

f(z) = z + b0 + biz~l + b2z~2 + ■ ■ ■

analytic and schlicht in \z\ >1 except for a simple pole at °o with

residue 1. Let S0 be the subclass of 2 for which &0 = 0. It follows from

the area theorem that |¿>i| ál, and Schiffer [7] obtained the sharp

estimate |&2[ ̂ 2/3. The form of the extremal functions suggested

that | bn\ ú2/(n + l) for all n. This has proved to be quite false, but

it is true for certain subclasses of 2. For example, the following the-

orem goes back to Goluzin [3 ].

Theorem. Let /£2 and suppose bx = b2= • • • =&ro_i = 0 for some

m^l. Then | bn\ ^2/(m + 1), n = m, m + i, • ■ • , 2m.

The inequality | b2\ "¿2/3 is a special case of this theorem. Jenkins

[5] proved the theorem by the method of quadratic differentials. I

claimed [l] to give an elementary proof based on the Grunsky in-

equalities. However, Professor Jenkins has pointed out to me that

my proof contains an error, since the square-root transformation

VC/Xz2)) will introduce a branch point wherever f(z2) = 0. Further-

more, Goluzin made essentially the same mistake (see the footnote

in [4, p. 279]).
The purpose of this paper is to correct the error in [l] and thus

to deduce the theorem in an elementary way from the Grunsky in-

equalities. The main idea was suggested by Pommerenke's recent

proof [6] that | b2 \ g 2/3.

The wth Faber polynomial Fn(w) of a function /£2 is defined by

F»[fi*)] -*"+Z &*«"*.
¡t=i
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The inequality

(D |A»|ál,       «=1, 2, ••-,

is a very special case of the Grunsky inequalities.

To prove the theorem, it is enough to show |è2m-i| ^í/m and

| &2m| íí2/(2m + l). For the first of these inequalities, assume without

loss of generality that/£20 and observe (as in [l ]) that

[/(»)]» = Fm[fiz)]  = Z™ + Zft,y2-'',
3-1

with ßmm = mb2m-x- Hence |è2m-i| ^1/m, by (1).

To obtain the estimate for | b2m\, assume ba is chosen so that/(z) ^0

in |s| >1, and let

g(z) = Vifiz2)) = z{\ + boz-2 + bmz-2m~2 + 6m+lZ-2-»-4 + ■ ■ ■ }"2.

Let F„ (w) be the «th Faber polynomial of g, so that

FB*k(Z)] = /+Z/?BV.

The proof depends on the following lemma.

Lemma. For each fixed m, there exist real numbers rk such that

ßtk+i.im+i = ((2k + l)/2)ôm+i + rkba       ,        k — 0, 1, • • • , m.

Proof. The lemma will be proved by induction on k. For k = 0, it

is clear that Fi [g(z) ] = g(z), and one computes

* /        2       \     m+X

ßx,2m+X  —  ?bm + I ) ¿>o      ,
\m + 1/

where (B)=x(x—1) • • ■ (x —w + l)/w! is a binomial coefficient. As-

suming now that the lemma has been proved for 0, 1, • • -, k — 1,

consider

[g(z)]2*+l   =  22*+lil   + boZ~2 + bmZ~2m~2 +   ■   ■   ■   }*+!'2

(1 + boZ-2)k-^i2(bmz-2m-2 +■■■)'i(, + i\

= (1 + b0z-2)k+1i2z2k+l +(k + §)(1 +ô0z-2)*-1/2

• (bm + bm+1T2 +       ■ )z2«-'»)-1 + 0(z-2"-2)

2*+l
= z

.   A ß + 5\ ,i 2(t-y)+i       ^       _y
+ -M     .     ) boz +2^ ykjz  ,

i-\\      J       / 3=1
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say. A calculation gives

k + k     \   k+m+l   .    , ..  JL (k — \
m+k—n>(2)   7*.2m+i = ( ,   ,        ,   , ) bo        + ik + I) 2^ ( I bob

\k +m + 1/ n-0\     «     /

From the form of [¿(z)]2*"1"1, it is clear that

Fl+i[g(z)] = [g(z)f+1 - X(k + k)bk0-%+i[g(z)].

Thus by (2) and our inductive hypothesis, we have

ßlk+l.im+l   = 7k,2m+l  —   ¿_, ( )èo     [(j + h)bm+i + ffio
y_o U — jj

= ik + %)bm+k + rkbo       ,

since

<*+<:*)=«+<!*>
j = o, 1,

This proves the lemma.

In view of (1), the lemma gives the inequality

(3) | ((2m + l)/2)b2m + rmbT+1 |   = 1

for the case in which f(z) 5^0 in \z\ > 1. Now let

fiz) = z + bmz~m + bm+iz-m~l + ■ ■ ■ E So,

and let E be the complement of the range of/. If OEE, then (3) gives

at once the inequality | b2m\ ̂ 2/(2w4-l). The proof is complete also

if r„ = 0.

Suppose next that 0^£ and rm¿¿0. Assume without loss of general-

ity that b2m>0. If ctEE, then [f(z) —a] has no zeros in \z\ > 1, so by

(3),

b2m á (2/(2« + 1))[1 + rm Rfifa»"«}],        a E E.

The proof will be complete, then, if we show that ctEE can be chosen

so that

(4) rm Re{a2m+1) g 0.

But if this expression is positive for all aEE, then since E is connected

and OÇ^E, it follows that E lies entirely in an open sector with vertex 0

and angle 7r/(2w + l). On the other hand, 0 is in the convex hull of E,
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sinceSo'f(reie)dO = 0, r>í. This contradiction shows that aE\E can be

chosen to satisfy (4), proving that b2m^2/(2m + l).

Garabedian and Schiffer [2 ] found that Re {b3} is maximized by a

function/£S with

f(z) = z + 4ie-»z-1 + (i + e-6)z-3 + • • • .

However, the above theorem shows that \b3\ ^§ if &i = 0. This can be

generalized as follows.

Theorem. Iff £ 2 area" | arg {b3} -arg {b2} | ^tt/2, then \ b3\ ̂  §.

Proof. Assume that b0 = 0 and, after a suitable rotation, that &3>0

and Re {b\ ] ^ 0. Observe that

[/(z)f = z + 2bx + 2b*1 + (2b3 + b\)z~* + • • • .

Hence by (1), Re{263+èi} ^1, which showsb3^.

Similar generalizations can be made to higher coefficients.
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